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Today’s user interface (UI) libraries offer components for lists, tables, and trees, but graph components are rarely implemented. JGraph provides a fully standards-compliant graph component for the Java Swing UI library that supports extended display and editing options. This paper provides a description of the JGraph component. The document is structured into modules, and illustrated using UML and other diagrams. The study will outline JGraph’s design and implementation with focus on Swing compatibility, and explain where it was necessary to extend Swing design. The target readers are practitioners who need a definition of JGraph’s architecture. The document provides an in-depth discussion of the component’s design and implementation, and thoroughly explains the ideas and concepts behind the architecture.



Introduction After a brief overview of the fundamentals of graph theory and Swing, this introduction outlines the structure of the document, and the literature that was used. For additional information, updates, binaries and source code see the Home Page of JGraph at http://www.jgraph.com.



Overview



Figure 1. The Peterson graph



The intention of this project is to provide a freely available and fully Swing compliant implementation of a graph component. As a Swing component for graphs, JGraph is based on the mathematical theory of networks, called graph theory, and the Swing user interface library, which defines the architecture. By combining these two, a Swing user interface component to visualize graphs will be obtained. (The term graph is used in the sense of graph theory throughout this document, not to be confused with function plots.) The following principles guided the implementation of JGraph: •



Full Swing Compatibility



•



Clear & Efficient Design



•



Short Download Time



•



100 % Pure Java 3



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component The idea behind these principles is based on the experience with other graph libraries, which typically come as large and complex frameworks that are not standards compliant. In JGraph instead, the basic architecture is the same as for standard Swing components, and the method and variable naming complies with Java code conventions. This has the advantage of reduced learning costs, and existing source code can be reused, resulting in shorter development time. Graph Theory The concept of a graph is based on a well-founded mathematical theory, called graph theory, which is rigorously defined in [bib-Biggs], [bib-Aigner] and [bib-Ottmann]. A graph consists of vertices and of edges connecting certain pairs of vertices. The exact geometric pattern is not specified. As a mathematical generalization of lists and trees, graphs come into play where lists and trees are not sufficient to model the relations. For example, in a tree each node has at most one parent, and zero or more children, whereas in a graph, each vertex simply has zero or more neighbors. (In the case of the list, each node has at most two neighbors.) The single term neighbor to emphasize the more general setup replaces the terms parent and child used in the context of trees. The term cell is used in place of node throughout this document to distinguish between the elements of graphs, and those of lists and trees. Formally, a graph G consists of a non-empty set of elements V(G) and a subset E(G) of the set of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V(G). The elements of V(G), called vertices of G, may be represented by points. If (x, y) Î E(G), then the edge (x, y) may be represented by an arc joining x and y. Then x and y are said to be adjacent, and the edge (x, y) is incident with x and y. If (x, y) is not an edge, then the vertices x and y are said to be nonadjacent. Graph theory also offers standard algorithms to solve common graph problems. For example, the Dijkstra algorithm can be used to find the shortest path between two vertices of a graph. The Dijkstra algorithm, and many other standard algorithms are explained in [bib-Sedgewick], [bib-Nievergelt] and [bib-Harel]. (An implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm ships with the JGraphpad example application.) To summarize, graphs are used as a paradigm in JGraph to display any network of related objects. A road or computer network, a molecule, software architecture, or database schemas are examples of graphs. Since graphs are a mathematical generalization of lists and trees, JGraph may also be used to display simpler structures, as for example a file system tree.



Swing Swing is the user interface library that ships with Java, and provides the elements that can be placed on an application’s windows. Such elements are called user interface components, or simply components. Common components are buttons, lists, trees and tables. Swing is based on AWT, which stands for Abstract Windowing Toolkit. AWT is another user interface library that ships with Java and may be used independently of Swing. In contrast to AWT, Swing is more sophisticated, and provides many built-in features. A good introduction to Java and AWT is given in [bib-Bishop] and [bib-Jackson]. [bibFlanagan] and [bib-Schmid] are for the more experienced programmers. In contrast to AWT, Swing is only explained in [bib-Geary] and [bib-Geary2], and there is a good web-based Swing Tutorial [bib-Swing]. 4



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component The documents mentioned before discuss existing components in great detail, but do not explain how to create new components. (Not to think of an in-depth study of Swing MVC, which is the basic architecture that all Swing components have in common [bib-GOF].) Swing’s source code must be used to elaborate the required information.



Figure 2. Model-View-Control (MVC)



In a nutshell, the model provides the data, which is a graph ñ in the sense used in graph theory ñ and the JGraph object provides a view of the data, in platform specific manner. The Swing MVC design pattern is used to separate the model from the view and establish a relation between them, such that more than one view can be attached to the same model, and all views are automatically updated when the model changes. JGraph is largely based on Swing’s component for trees, called JTree, which is



explained in [bib-JTree]. Some ideas were adopted from Swing’s text components, namely the Element interface, which is discussed in [bib-Violett], and the views [bib-View]. The JGraph class itself is an extension of JComponent, which is Swing’s base class for all components. JGraph complies with all of Swing’s standards, such as pluggable look & feel, datatransfer, accessibility, internationalization, and serialization. Also, all concepts used in JGraph are common, well-known concepts from Swing. For the more sophisticated features such as undo/redo, printing, and XML support, additional Swing standards were used. Aside from Swing’s standards, JGraph also complies with the Java conventions for method and variable naming, source code layout, and javadoc comments.



Decomposing JGraph The decomposition of JGraph into modules splits the over-all definition into a series of tractable subdefinitions. By following the MVC pattern, the framework is split into a model, view and control part. These chapters are preceded by an overview of the component. The component overview compares JGraph to JTree, and outlines the main differences and consequences on the API. It further discusses the API with focus on the MVC pattern, and on multiple views. 5



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component The model part describes the underlying graph model interface, and selection model, and the elements that they contain; as well as the classes used to change the graph model. The view part studies the display’s internal representation of the graph, and the mapping and update between the model and the view. Special focus is given to the geometric pattern and context of graphs. The control part explains the rendering process, the steps involved in in-place editing and cell handling, and the objects involved in datatransfer and marquee selection. The event model is explained in an additional chapter, outlining the update and undo mechanisms, and the dynamic aspects of the system. The final chapter summarizes the main results, draws conclusions about the current implementation, and discusses possible future enhancements.



Sources and Literature The JGraph component is largely based on [bib-JTree]. Some ideas are used from [bib-Violett]. The description of design patterns uses the naming from [bib-GOF]. The standard book about Swing is certainly [bib-Geary] and is a good basis to understand this document. Some implementations of graph specific algorithms are based on [bib-Sedgewick] and [bib-Nievergelt]. Also, the reader should be familiar with the most important concepts of graph theory, which can be obtained from [bib-Biggs]. In addition to this paper, a tutorial [bib-Tutorial], and the API specification [bib-API] can be found on the JGraph Home Page at http://www.jgraph.com.



The JGraph Component The implementation of JGraph is entirely based on the source code of the JTree [bibJTree] class, which is Swing’s component for displaying trees. Rather than explaining JGraph from scratch, this description focuses on the differences between the two classes. Swing features such as serialization, datatransfer, and the Swing MVC pattern are explained in the appendix.



Foundation JGraph is not an extension of JTree; it is a modification of JTree’s source code. In the



following, the changes are briefly outlined, pointing to the classes and methods that were modified or introduced. The modifications are grouped into: •



Differences between trees and graphs



•



JGraph requirements (features)



The following important differences between trees and graphs lay the foundation of the JGraph component: Overlapping Cells In a tree, the position and visibility of a cell depends on the expansion state. In a graph, instead, the position and size of a cell is user-defined, possibly overlapping other cells. Consequently, a way to enumerate the cells that intersect the same position, and to change the order in which they are returned is provided.



6



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component Multiple Cell Types A tree consists of nodes, whereas a graph possibly consists of multiple cell types. Consequently, JGraph provides a view for each cell, which specifies the renderer, editor and cell handle. Additionally, a graph view is provided, which has its own internal representation of the graph. The idea of views has been adopted from Swing’s text components [bib-View].



Separate Geometry The mathematical definition of a graph does not include the geometric pattern or layout. Consequently this pattern is not stored in the model, it is stored in the view. The view provides a notification mechanism, and undo-support, which allows changing the geometric pattern independently of the model, and of other views. Since Swing’s undo manager is not suitable for this setup, JGraph provides an extension of this Swing’s default undo mechanism in the form of the GraphUndoManager class.



Features The changes to meet the requirements, or features, may be grouped into: Inheritance JTree’s implementation of pluggable look and feel support and serialization is used without changes. Modification The existing implementation of in-place editing and rendering was modified to work with views, and history. Extension JGraph’s marquee selection and stepping-into groups extend JTree’s selection model. Enhancement JGraph is enhanced with datatransfer, attributes and history, which are Swing standards not used in JTree. (A special history must be used in the context of separate geometric patterns.) Implementation The layering, grouping, handles, cloning, zoom, ports and grid are new features, which are standards-compliant with respect to architecture, and coding conventions. Inheritance The pluggable look and feel and serialization are used without modifications. As in the case of JTree, the UI-delegate implements the current look and feel, and serialization is based on the Serializable interface, and XMLEncoder and XMLDecoder classes for long-term serialization.



Modification The multiple cell types property affects the rendering and the in-place editing of JGraph. In contrast to JTree, where the renderer and editor for the single node type is referenced from the tree object, the editors and renderers in JGraph are referenced 7



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component from the cell view, to avoid a look-up of the renderer via the cell’s type. The renderer is statically referenced so it can be shared among all instances of a class. Additionally, the cell view specifies a handle that allows extended editing. The idea of handles closely follows the design used for in-place editing.



Extension Like the JTree selection model, JGraph’s selection model allows single and multiple cell selection. JGraph’s selection model additionally allows to step-into groups. Marquee selection is also provided using a marquee handler, which is based on the design of Swing’s transfer handler.



Enhancement JGraph allows transferring the cells of a model, together with a description of their group and graph structure, and their geometric pattern either by using drag-anddrop, or via the clipboard. Based on an idea of Swing’s text components, JGraph provides maps to describe and change the attributes of a cell. These maps encapsulate the state of the cell, and may be accessed in a type-safe way using the GraphConstants class. JGraph provides command history, or history, which is the ability to undo or redo changes. The design follows the design of Swing’s text components; however, a special undo manager must be used in the context of separate geometric patterns.



Implementation There are two groups of features in the implementation chapter: •



Features that only affect the JGraph class



•



Features that require new classes



The first group consists of the cloning, zoom, and grid, which are implemented by methods in the JGraph class. The rest of the framework does not offer classes or methods to implement these features, however, it is feature-aware, which means it relies on the respective methods of the JGraph class. The second group consists of the layering, handles, grouping, and ports, which are not used elsewhere in Swing, and require new classes and methods. Special care has been taken to base these features on existing Swing functionalities, and make them analogous with regard to design and implementation. For example, the handles feature closely follows the design and implementation of Swing’s in-place editing, so that it is easy for the programmer to adopt this new feature based on his or her understanding of in-place editing. Because these features are new, some of them are briefly defined below: Layering Since cells may overlap, the order in which they are returned is significant. This order is referred to as Layering, and may be changed using the toBack and toFront method of the GraphLayoutCache object. The layering is part of the view, and is explained in the view part of this document. Handles Handles are, like editors, objects that are used to change the appearance of a cell. In contrast to in-place editing, which uses a text component to change the value of a cell, handles use other means to provide the user with a visual feedback 8



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component of how the graph will look after the successful execution of the change (livepreview). Handles and in-place editing are explained in the control part, because the UI-delegate provides this functionality. Grouping and Ports Ports and grouping are related because ports are implemented on top of the group structure in the graph model. The grouping is therefore explained in the model part of this document.



JGraph MVC



Figure 3. JGraph MVC



JGraph extends JComponent, and has a reference to its GraphUI. JGraph has a reference to a GraphModel and a GraphLayoutCache, and instantiates BasicGraphUI, which extends GraphUI, which in turn extends ComponentUI.



The basic structure of the component, namely the Swing MVC architecture, is inherited from JTree. However, JGraph has an additional reference to a graph view, which is not typically used in Swing MVC. The graph view is analogous to the root view in Swing’s text components, but it is not referenced by the UI-delegate. Instead, it is referenced by the JGraph object such that it preserves the state when the look-and-feel is changed. (The appendix provides an in-depth discussion of MVC, Swing MVC, and how it is applied to JTree and JGraph.)



Startup When working with attributes (see the Section called Attributes), the startup-sequence is significant. The fact that the default model does not store attributes must be taken into account when inserting cells, because the attributes of such cells are passed to the attached views. If no views are attached, the attributes are ignored! In the case where a view is added later, the view uses default values for the cell’s positions and sizes, resulting in the fact that each cell is located at the same point, and has the same size. Therefore, when creating a graph with a custom model, first the JGraph instance should be created, using the model as an argument, and then, cells should be inserted into the model (not vice versa). By constructing the JGraph instance, a view is automatically registered with the model. 9



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component



Figure 4. JGraph’s default constructor



The same holds for setting the model on a JGraph object, in which case the view is notified, and holds a reference to the new model. Anyway, because the model does not store the attributes, the view will use default values as in the case where it is registered with the model after an insert call. The above does not hold if the model’s isAttributeStore returns true, in which case all attributes are stored in the model instead of the view, making the timing issues irrelevant.



Attributes JGraph’s attributes are only conceptually based on those of Swing, some dynamic as-



pects, and the class to access these attributes are different from Swing, and must therefore be explained.



Figure 5. Symbol used for attributes



Attributes are implemented using maps, from keys to values, and may be accessed by use of the GraphConstants class. GraphConstants The GraphConstants class is used to create maps of attributes, and to access the values in these maps in a type-safe way. Aside from the creation of, and the access to maps, the class also provides a method to clone maps, and a method to apply a change of more than one value on a target map.



10



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component



Figure 6. Changing attributes with the GraphConstants class



The applyMap method combines common entries from the target map and the change map by overriding the target values. Entries that are only present in the change map are inserted into the target map, and entries that are only present in the target map are left unchanged. To remove entries from the target map, the setRemoveAttributes method is used, providing the keys that should be removed as an argument. The keys are stored as an entry in the change map, and handled by the applyMap method. If the change map replaces the target map completely, then the setRemoveAll method must be used on the change map to indicate that all keys of the target map should be removed. Attributes may be used in the model and in the view. In both cases, the attribute maps are created and accessed by use of the GraphConstants class. The relation between a cell’s attributes and its corresponding view’s attributes is as follows:



Figure 7. Relation between a cell’s and its view’s attributes



A cell’s attributes have precedence over its view’s attributes, such that the cell can override the view’s values for a specific key with its own value. This means, if a view specifies a value for a key that is also specified by the cell, then the cell’s value is used instead of the view’s value. (Two attributes are equal if the equals method on their respective keys returns true.) In other words, the blue attributes have precedence over the yellow ones, and if a blue attribute is not present in the yellow map, then it will be inserted. Yellow entries that do not exist as blue entries are left unchanged. (Since this mechanism is based on the applyMap method, the behavior is exactly the same.) The GraphConstants class does not distinguish between the attributes for cells and views, because they are based on the same underlying structures. However, in contrast to cells, which accept all attributes, the view performs an additional test on each key. The view’s renderer is used to determine if the key is supported, and if not, the entry is removed from the corresponding view’s attribute map in order to reduce 11



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component redundancy. (Both setAttributes methods, for cells and views, are based on the applyMap method.)



Figure 8. Implicit use of the GraphConstants class



In JGraph’s default implementation, the UI changes the view’s attributes upon interactive changes. By overriding the model’s isAttributeStore method, the model can gain control. If the method returns true, then the cell’s attributes will be changed instead of the view’s, resulting in an immediate update of all attached views. In the default case, only the local view is updated (unless the change constitutes a change to the model). This is because all views are updated upon a change of the model by the model’s notification mechanism, and the cell’s attributes are used in all views. An exception is the value attribute, which is in sync with a cell’s user object. The value attribute is stored in the cell regardless of the model’s isAttributeStore method.



The Value Attribute



Figure 9. Synchronization upon change of a cell’s user object 12



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component



The setUserObject method of the DefaultMutableTreeNode class is overridden by the DefaultGraphCell class such that the passed-in user object is stored under the value-key in the cell’s attribute map. Vice versa, the setAttributes method overwrites the previous user object if a new object for the value-key is specified. Thus, the value attribute points to the user object and vice versa. The value attribute is used in the context of history and in-place editing. By introducing the value attribute, the complete state of the cell may be represented by its attributes; the user object does not require special handling. A change to the state (and equally to the user object) may be undone using the applyMap method, providing the previous and current states as arguments. By default, in-place editing replaces the user object with the new String, which is not always desirable. Therefore, the user object may implement the ValueChangeHandler interface, which changes this default behavior.



ValueChangeHandler Interface The ValueChangeHandler interface, which is an inner interface of the DefaultGraphCell class, may be used to prevent the user object from being overwritten upon in-place editing. If a user object implements this interface, then the DefaultGraphCell informs the user object of a change, the latter of which is responsible for storing the new, and returning the old value. The user object reflects the change through its toString method. (JGraph’s convertValuetoString method is used to convert a cell to a String.)



Attributes and Instance Fields Should new properties be implemented as attributes or as instance fields? In the first case, the cloning of the cell and the undo mechanism are already in place, but the attribute must be accessed through a hash table. In the second case, the cloning of the cell requires special handling, but the variable may be accessed as an instance field, which might be required for inheritance. The combination of the two leads to an increase of redundancy, and complexity. (An example is the value attribute from above.) Basically, attributes should only be used for rendering, even if there are no technical restrictions for storing custom attributes in a cell. Since only supported attributes are propagated to the view, such custom attributes add no redundancy with respect to the view’s attributes. (The value attribute is an exception that is an instance field, and is supported by all renderers.) Instead of extending the DefaultGraphCell class or using the attributes to store additional information, the class, which inherits from JTree’s DefaultMutableTreeNode also provides another mechanism to store user-defined data, namely through the user object. The user object is of type Object, and therefore provides a way to associate any object with a GraphCell. The user object may be in an arbitrary class hierarchy, for example extending the Hashtable class. Since the user object’s toString method is used to provide the label, this method should probably be overridden.



Cloning A new feature in JGraph is the possibility to clone cells automatically. This feature is built into the default implementation’s clipboard and cell handles, and is based on the clone method of the Object class, and on JGraph’s cloneCells method. The 13



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component feature may be disabled using the setCloneable method on the JGraph object. (By disabling this feature, a Control-Drag will be interpreted as a normal move.) The process of cloning is split into a local and a global phase: In the local phase, each cell is cloned using its clone method, returning an object that does not reference other cells. The cell and its clone are stored in a hash table, using the cell as a key and the clone as a value. In the global phase, all cell references from a clone’s original cell are replaced by references to the corresponding clones (using the before mentioned hash table). Therefore, in the process of cloning cells, first all cells are cloned using the clone method, and then all cell references are consistently replaced by references to the respective clone.



Zoom and Grid JGraph uses the Graphics2D class to implement its zoom. The framework is featureaware, which means that it relies on the methods to scale a point or rectangle to screen or to model coordinates, which in turn are provided by the JGraph object. This way, the client code is independent of the actual zoom factor. Because JGraph’s zoom is implemented on top of the Graphics2D class, the painting on the graphics object uses non-scaled coordinates (the actual scaling is done by the graphics object itself). For this reason, JGraph always returns and expects non-scaled coordinates. For example, when implementing a MouseListener to respond to mouse clicks, the event’s point will have to be downscaled to model coordinates using the fromScreen method in order to find the correct cell through the getFirstCellForLocation method. On the other hand, the original point is typically used in the component’s context, for example to pop-up a menu under the mouse pointer. Make sure to clone the point that will be changed, because fromScreenmodifies the argument in-place, without creating a clone of the object. To scale from the model to screen, for example to find the position of a vertex on the component, the toScreen method is used. To support the grid, each point that is used in the graph must be applied to the grid using the snap method. As in the case of zooming, the snap method changes the argument in-place instead of cloning the point before changing it. This is because instantiation in Java is expensive, and it is not always required that the point is being cloned before it is changed. Thus, the cloning of the argument is left to the client code. JGraph provides two additional bound properties that belong to the grid: one to make the grid visible, and the other to enable the grid. Thus, the grid can be made visible, but still be disabled, or it can be enabled and not visible.



Model The model provides the data for the graph, consisting of the cells, which may be vertices, edges or ports, and the connectivity information, which is defined using ports that make up an edge’s source or target. This connectivity information is referred to as the graph structure. (The geometric pattern is not considered part of this graph structure.)



Grouping The model provides access to another structure, called the group structure. The group structure allows the cells of a graph to be nested into part-whole hierarchies, that is, it allows composing new cells out of existing ones. The following graph contains such a group, which in turn contains the vertices A and B, and the edge 1. The vertex A in 14



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component turn contains the port a is a child, and the vertex B contains the ports b0 and b1 as its children.



Figure 10. A graph with a group



Since the group structure adds a dimension to the graph model, the above figure is not suitable to visualize both structures, even if the graph alone is fully defined. (The group in this figure is drawn using a dashed rectangle, but in reality, it is typically not visible.) To illustrate the underlying group structure, a three-dimensional figure is used that depicts the graph structure in the X-Y-plane, and the group layers shifted along the z-axis.



Figure 11. Group layers of the graph



The group layer diagram reveals the grouping in the graph. Dashed rectangles are used to illustrate visibility of cells on upper layers; the actual cell instances "live" on lower layers. Note that ports are part of this group structure, and appear as children of their vertices. To illustrate the group structure alone, another diagram is used. In this diagram, the groups appear as trees, with their roots stored in a linked list. The elements are drawn as circles to underline the different purpose and content of the diagram. The empty cell at the root of A, 1 and B is group that has no label. It is not possible to deduce the original graph from the group structure diagram.



15
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Figure 12. Group structure of the graph



The group structure can be thought of as a forest of trees, where the roots of these trees may be retrieved using the GraphModel interface. Once these roots have been retrieved from the model, their descendants may be retrieved using the respective methods of the GraphModel interface. Logically, the group structure can be seen as an extension of the TreeModel interface. However, such an extension is technically impossible because the TreeModel interface relies on TreeModelListeners, which are not used in the context of graphs. An important fact that should be kept in mind is that the source and target of an edge implement the Port interface, which is used as an indirection to provide multiple connection points for the same vertex. The relation between the port and the vertex is implemented on top of the group structure, the vertices being the parents of the ports. (Ports are somewhat artificial, and from a strictly mathematical point of view, do not belong to the definition of a graph.) To summarize, the graph model not only provides access to the graph structure, it also provides access to an independent structure, called group structure, which allows cells to be nested into part-whole hierarchies. The group structure can be seen as a set of trees, where the roots of the trees represent the parents of the groups. (If a virtual node is added as a parent to these roots, then the model itself is a tree.) The graph structure instead provides the methods to retrieve the source and target port of an edge, and to return the edges that are connected to a port, or to an array of cells.



Graph Cells Graph cells are the key ingredients of JGraph, which provides default implementations for the most common cells: vertices, edges and ports. The vertex is considered as the default case, which does not need an interface, and uses the default implementation of the common superclass. Ports do not have to be treated as special children, such that their relation to the vertex can be implemented on top of the group structure, provided by the GraphModel interface. The above only holds for the model part of the framework, the view has a different internal representation of the graph. In the view’s data structure, children and ports are treated as different entities, and are kept in different lists. One of the reasons for this is that ports (if visible) do always appear in the front of the graph, regardless of their order, and the other reason is better performance.
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Figure 13. GraphCell interface hierarchy and default implementations



DefaultPort and DefaultEdge extend DefaultGraphCell, Port, and Edge, respectively, which in turn extend GraphCell. DefaultMutableTreeNode has a reference to



a TreeNode that represents the parent, and an array of TreeNodes that represents the children. DefaultEdge has a reference to the source and target Object, which typically extend Port. DefaultPort has a reference to a Port that represents the anchor, and instantiates a set that holds the connected edges. GraphCell Interface Hierarchy



Figure 14. GraphCell interface hierarchy



The GraphCell interface is an extension of Swing’s MutableTreeNode interface, which provides the methods for the DefaultGraphModel to store its internal group and graph structure. The GraphCell interface itself provides methods to access the attributes of a cell, whereas the methods to access the children and parent are inherited by the MutableTreeNode interface.
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Figure 15. The graph structure is stored in the edges and ports



The Edge interface provides the methods to access the source and target port, and the Port interface provides access to all edges attached to a specific port. Thus, the graph structure only relies on the Edge and Port interfaces. With regard to text component analogies, the GraphCell interface is analogous to the Element interface [bib-Violett], whereas the CellView interface is JGraph’s analogy to the text component’s View interface [bib-View].



GraphCell Default Implementations



Figure 16. GraphCell default implementations



The abstract base class, called DefaultGraphCell, provides the functionality that is common to all graph cells, namely for •



Cloning the cell and its children



•



Handling attributes



•



Synchronizing the value attribute and the user object



The DefaultGraphCell class, which is the common superclass of all graph cells, is an extension of DefaultMutableTreeNode. As a consequence, all cells in JGraph may be nested into groups. The default implementation makes no restriction on cells being used as groups or not, and what parents and children are accepted. The programmer must ensure that only 18



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component groups can be composed that make sense with respect to the application. Typically, vertices are used as groups. A vertex that is a group is invisible and only appears as a highlighted frame around its children when the group is selected. What if a DefaultEdge is used as a group? The renderer will paint an edge between the specified source and target port, if available. A possible application is the visualization of long paths between two vertices, where the hops on the path are not important. However, care has to be taken about the compatibility with the renderer in this case, since the renderer might rely on certain attributes to function properly. Therefore, if a cell other than a vertex is used to provide a group, it must also contain the attributes that are required by its respective renderer. Ports may also be used as groups, which is even more "pathologic". For an explanation of the synchronization between the value attribute and the user object, please read the chapter on Attributes.



Graph Model GraphModel Interface public interface GraphModel { // Attributes Map getAttributes(Object node); boolean isAttributeStore(); // Roots int getRootCount(); Object getRootAt(int index); int getIndexOfRoot(Object root); boolean contains(Object node); // Layering void toBack(Object[] cells); void toFront(Object[] cells); boolean isOrdered(); // Graph structure Object getSource(Object edge); Object getTarget(Object edge); Iterator edges(Object port); boolean acceptsSource(Object edge, Object port); boolean acceptsTarget(Object edge, Object port); // Group structure Object getParent(Object child); int getIndexOfChild(Object parent, Object child); Object getChild(Object parent, int index); int getChildCount(Object parent); boolean isLeaf(Object node); // Change support void insert(Object[] roots, ConnectionSet cs, ParentMap pm, Map attributeMap); void remove(Object[] roots); void edit(ConnectionSet cs, Map nestedMap, ParentMap pm, UndoableEdit[] e); // Listeners void addGraphModelListener(GraphModelListener l); void removeGraphModelListener(GraphModelListener l); void addUndoableEditListener(UndoableEditListener listener); void removeUndoableEditListener(UndoableEditListener listener);
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}



The GraphModel interface defines the requirements for objects that may serve as a data source for the graph. The methods defined in this interface provide access to two independent structures: •



Graph structure



•



Group structure



The graph structure follows the mathematical definition of a graph, where edges have a source and target, and vertices have a set of connected edges. The connection between edges and vertices is represented by a special entity, called port. In a sense, ports are children of cells and belong to the group structure. However, they are also used to describe the relations between edges and vertices, what makes them part of the graph structure. Additionally, the GraphModel interface defines methods for the handling and registration of two different listener types: UndoableEditListeners and GraphModelListeners. The two are somewhat related in a way that every notification of the undo listener is accompanied by a notification of the model listener. The inverse is not the case: When a change is undone or redone, the model listeners are notified in order to update the view and repaint the display, but the command history must not be updated because it already contains this specific change. Another important feature of the GraphModel interface is the ability to decide which connections are allowed. For this purpose, the acceptsSource and acceptsTarget methods are called from the graph’s UI before an edge is connected to, or disconnected from a port, with the edge and port as arguments. By overriding these methods, a custom model can return true or false for a specific edge, port pair to indicate whether the specified connection is valid, that is, if it may be established be the graph’s UI. (These methods are also called when edges are disconnected, in which case the port is null.)



Figure 17. Use the GraphModel interface to access the graph



It is the general practice to use the GraphModel interface to access the graph- and group structure, not the GraphCell or TreeNode interfaces that provide the same functionality. The reason for this is that the DefaultGraphModel already relies on these interfaces to implement its methods, whereas in a future implementation, a model could contain objects that do not implement the GraphCell interface, thus making it necessary for the model to store the data by other means. If the graph is accessed through the GraphModel interface, the code is independent of the model’s internal structure, such that the model’s implementation can be exchanged without having to change the client code. 20



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component GraphModel Default Implementation JGraph provides a default implementation of the GraphModel interface in the form of the DefaultGraphModel class, which uses the GraphCell interface and its superclass, the MutableTreeNode interface to access the graph and group structure. This means, the model stores the data in the cells, that is, the cells make up the models group and graph data structure.



Figure 18. How the source of an edge is accessed in the DefaultGraphModel



In analogy to Swing’s DefaultTreeModel, which stores the data in the nodes, JGraph’s DefaultGraphModel stores the data in the cells. This is efficient, but if cells are to be used in multiple models, with different relations in each model, the DefaultGraphModel is not suitable. This is because all relations are stored in the cells, making it impossible to determine the set of relations that belong to a specific model. (The same holds for the DefaultTreeModel.) Consider for example a graph that contains two vertices A and B, and one edge. Each of the two vertices has one port as the only child, namely the port a for vertex A, and the port b for vertex B, as depicted in the figure below.



Figure 19. A graph with two vertices and ports, and one edge in between



Fig. 20 shows the DefaultGraphModel’s representation of the graph. The root cells, that is, the cells with a null-parent, are stored in a list and may be retrieved using the getRootCount and getRootAt methods. The children are not contained in the list, they must be accessed through the getChildCount and getChildAt methods of the model, providing the parent and, if applicable, the index of the child as an argument. The order imposed by these methods is used as the default layering in the graph view. The layering may be changed individually for each view, thus making it possible for each view to provide its own layering.
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Figure 20. Representation of the graph in the DefaultGraphModel



The above figure unveils that the DefaultGraphModel contains redundancy with respect to the storage of the graph and group structure. The set of edges connected to a port is deducible from the source and target field of the edge, but requires a traversal of the graph, examining the source and target of all contained edges. Vice versa, computing the source and target for an edge out of the ports is even more expensive, because it requires a full graph traversal and a traversal of the edge sets for each port. Because such traversal is expensive, this redundancy is used as a cache in order to improve performance when accessing the graph model. The DefaultGraphModel implements the acceptsSource and acceptsTarget methods to return true for any arguments, and the isAttributeStore method to return false, which means that the DefaultGraphModel is not an attribute store. By extending the DefaultGraphModel, these methods may be overridden to return something more meaningful with respect to the application.



Changing the Model Changes to the graph model are atomic, and may be stored in a command history for later undo and redo. Possible manipulations of the graph model are: •



Insert



•



Remove



•



Change



Composite changes, that is, changes that combine two or all of the above are not provided by the GraphModel interface, however, such changes are sometimes used internally, by the DefaultGraphModel. Changes to the layering of the cells could be implemented in the model, but in JGraph’s default implementation, the GraphLayoutCache class provides this functionality. To insert and change cells, a number of classes are used as arguments to the respective methods:
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•



Nested maps, from cells to attribute maps allow defining new or changed attributes.



•



The ConnectionSet class provides the graph structure by providing the connections to be established or removed.



•



The ParentMap class describes the group structure, which consists of parent, child pairs.



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component Nested Maps



Figure 21. Pictorial representation of a map from cells to attributes



The insert and edit methods allow to specify a mapping from cells to attributes. Thus, it is not only a map; it is a map of maps. This may cause confusion, especially when changing only one cell, in which case the outer map contains only one entry. In order to keep the GraphModel interface simple, however, this is the only way that individual cells may be changed, because it is the most general approach.



ConnectionSet The ConnectionSet class is used to construct a change to the graph structure, that is, it changes the connectivity of the graph. By adding edge, port pairs, the to-be established or removed connections are defined. The name contains the term set because this object imposes a set semantic on the data that it contains. Internally, the connections are described by instances of the Connection class, which is an inner class of the ConnectionSet class. Two connections are equal if they describe the source or target of the same edge, and the connection that is added later overrides the existing connection. (To be precise: The Connection class holds a reference to the edge, port and a boolean that indicates whether the port is a source or target. The equality is defined over the edge and the boolean.) A connection set that describes the existing connections for an array of cells in a given model may be created using a factory method, which is a static class method that returns a ConnectionSet instance. The resulting connection set may either describe the connection, or the disconnection of the specified cells in a given model, based on a boolean argument.



ParentMap The ParentMap class is used to change the group structure. Using the parent map, child, parent pairs are stored, which are then used to establish a parent-child relation between the specified cells in the model. The term map is used because this object is in fact a map, from children to parents. As with all maps, the keys are stored in a set, thus, for each child there exists exactly one parent in a parent map. Like with ConnectionSets, old entries are overridden by new entries if the same child is used twice. Internally, the parent map counts the number of children a parent will have after its execution. A method is provided to access this count, so that future empty parents may be marked to be removed during the construction of the transaction. In this sense, there are transactions that combine the change and removal of cells, but this feature is not available through the GraphModel interface. (It is used internally, to remove groups that have no children.)
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component The ParentMap class provides a constructor that may be used to create the group structure for a cell array in a given model. The object may either be constructed to establish these relations, or to remove them.



Inserting Cells When inserting cells into the model, only the topmost cell must be inserted. Since the model relies on the cell to retrieve the children, these are inserted implicitly by inserting their parent. Thus, when inserting a cell hierarchy, only the topmost cell of the hierarchy must be inserted. (While it is possible to insert the children of a cell into the model’s root list, it usually should be avoided.) Upon insertion, the model checks if it is an attribute store, and if so, it absorbs the attributes by storing them locally in the cells. (If the model is not an attribute store, then the attributes are passed to the views, and not used in the model.) An object that describes the insertion is created, executed and sent to the undo and model listeners using the model’s postEdit method.



Removing cells When removing cells from the model, the children must be treated in a special way, too. In contrast to the above, if children are omitted on a remove, the resulting operation is an ungroup. That is, the specified cells are removed from the root list of the model, and the first generation of children is removed from the cell, and added to the parent’s parent. Another special case is the removal of all children from a group, without removing the group (cell) itself. In this case, the default model removes the group automatically. (This also occurs when all children of a group are moved to another parent.)



Figure 22. Group structure before and after the removal of C and D without children



On the left, the group A contains a group C, which in turn contains a group D and a cell E. The group D contains the cells F and G. In the figure on the right, the resulting group structure consists of a group A, which contains the cells B, E, F and G. The removed cells’ children have been added to their parents parent, hence, they only become roots of the model if the parent was itself a root cell, that is, if its respective parent points to null.
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component Changing Cells When cells are modified, there are four arguments to the edit method: The ConnectionSet to change the graph structure, the ParentMap to change the group structure, a map of maps to change the attributes, and an array of undoable changes. The third argument is a map, from cells to attributes, which is in turn a map from keys to values. (The last argument is used internally for undo-support, by the graph view.) If the last argument to the edit call is the only non-null argument, then the model relays the undoable changes to the undo listeners registered with it. In any other case, the model creates an object that describes the modification, executes it and notifies the undo- and model-listeners using the postEdit method.



Selection Model Logically, JGraph’s selection model is an extension of the JTree selection model, offering all its functionality, such as single and multiple cell selection. Additionally, JGraph’s selection model allows stepping into groups, as outlined below. The selection model therefore is in charge of computing the currently selectable cells based on the current selection, and it also must ensure certain properties on the selection. For example, it must ensure that a cell and its descendants are never selected at the same time. In order to retrieve the selection candidates, that is, the cells that are currently selectable, the interface provides the getSelectables method. The stepping into feature can also be switched off, in which case the selection model offers the normal single- and multiple cell selection modes, as in the case of JTree’s selection model. Stepping-Into Groups



Figure 23. Stepping-into groups in a UI, from the outermost group to the innermost cell When explaining the stepping into feature, it is important to outline the order in which cells are selected. The basis of this order is the view-dependent layering of the cells, or the model’s order if the model is an attribute store. The order in which cells are selected is defined over the sequence of selectable cells, which is inductively defined by the following, and is initially equal to the model’s list of root cells. (Clearly, a cell may only be selected if it is selectable, that is, if it is contained in the sequence of selectable cells.)
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Figure 24. Initially, the root cells are selectable



If the user clicks on the graph, the selectable sequence will be traversed, checking for each cell if it intersects the point of the mouse click. If an unselected intersecting cell is found, it will be selected, unless the isToggleSelectionEvent method returns true, in which case the topmost selected intersecting cell is removed from the selection (typically Shift-Click).



Figure 25. Children of selected roots are selectable



When a cell is added to the selection, its children are added between the selected cell and the next cell in the sequence (the selected cell is not removed from the sequence). Thus, the system first selects the children of the topmost cell, and then continues selecting the underlying cells, and their children respectively, upon selection of their parent.



Figure 26. Children of selected children are selectable
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component When a cell is removed from the selection, all its children are removed from the sequence. The cell itself is deselected, but still contained in the selectable list. Thus, a cell only ever leaves the selectable list if its parent is deselected, which is only the case for non-root cells, because root cells have no parents. Since each view may provide a different layering for the cells, and the selection model has no notion of view-layering, the selectable list that the selection model returns is more precisely defined as a set of candidates to be selected. The set is then turned in to a sequence by ordering the cells based on the view-dependent layering according to the rules stated above.



View The view in JGraph is somewhat different from other classes in Swing that carry the term view in their names. The difference is that JGraph’s view is stateful, which means it contains information that is solely stored in the view. The GraphLayoutCache object and the CellView instances make up the view of a graph, which has an internal representation of the graph’s model.



Graph Layout Cache



Figure 27. GraphLayoutCache and GraphModel



The GraphLayoutCache object holds the cell views, namely one for each cell in the model. These views are kept in two structures, an array that holds the port views, and a list that holds the views for the root cells. Thus, ports and other cells are kept in different data structures in the graph view, whereas in the model, they are kept in the same structure. The graph view also has a reference to a hash table, which is used to provide a mapping from cells to cell views. The inverse mapping is not needed, because the cell views point to their corresponding cells.
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Figure 28. GraphLayoutCache class and static relations



GraphLayoutCache extends CellMapper, has a reference to a CellMapper (usually this), and a CellViewFactory, and instantiates an array of PortViews, a List that



holds the root views, and a map that is used to implement the CellMapper interface. The children may be accessed through the CellView interface, and are not accessible through the GraphLayoutCache object. The creation of new views is deferred to the CellViewFactory. By default, JGraph is used to provide this factory, which means that the JGraph object is ultimately responsible to create the views. The graph view’s representation of the graph is different from the model’s internal structure, in that it was designed with the view’s operations in mind. For example, the view, in contrast to the model, makes a difference between children that implement the Port interface, and other children. The children that implement the Port interface are treated separately, both, as children, and with respect to storage, and are kept in a separate array. This is because the set of available ports is often accessed independently of the rest, for example when the graph is drawn with port visibility set to true, or when the source or target of an edge is changed interactively, in which case the new ports must be found and highlighted. To find the port at a specific location, the graph view loops through the array of ports in the view, and checks if a port intersects the specified point, and if so, returns this port. Even if the ports are always visible and painted on top of all cells, the order in which ports are stored reflects the layering of the corresponding cells in the view. This means, if two ports are on top of each other, the port that belongs to the topmost cell will be selected first.



Cell Mapper



Figure 29. The CellMapper maps from GraphCells to CellViews 28
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The GraphLayoutCache class implements the CellMapper interface, which defines the mapping from cells to views. The interface provides two methods, one to retrieve the cell view for a given cell ñ and optionally create the view if it does not exist, using the CellViewFactory ñ and one to associate a given cell with a newly created cell view. The graph view provides additional useful methods that are not required by this interface, namely a method to map an array of cells to an array of views, one to get all descendants for a specific view (not including ports), and one to return the visual bounds for an array of views. The CellMapper interface is used in JGraph to encapsulate the most important part of a GraphLayoutCache object, namely the mapping from GraphCells to CellViews. (It also allows the graph view’s mapping to be exchanged at run-time, which is needed for live-preview that is explained later.) The reverse mapping is not needed, because each CellView instance has a reference to its corresponding GraphCell instance.



Figure 30. CellViews may be created automatically if they do not exist



When a cell is looked-up in the graph view in order to find its corresponding cell view, a hash table access is performed using the cell’s hash code, which is provided for every Java object by the Object class, as a key. If the cell is not associated, that is, if the hash table returns null, the view is created based on the create argument, using the CellViewFactory interface.



CellView Factory The association between a cell and its view is established during the creation of the view, from within the CellViewFactory. This is because the creating of a cell view entails the creation of its dependent views, such as children, or the source and target of an edge. Therefore, the association between the initial cell and its view must be available by the time the views of the children are created (because child views have a reference to their parent views, and edge views have a reference to their source and target port views, which are looked-up using the CellMapper object that is passed to the createView method upon creation of the view.) 29
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Cell Views Cell views are used to store the geometric pattern of a graph, and also to associate a renderer, editor and cell handle with a certain cell view. The renderer is responsible to paint the cell, the editor is used for in-place editing, and the cell handle is used for more sophisticated editing. For efficiency, the Flyweight pattern is used to share the renderer among all instances of a given specific CellView class. This is achieved by making the reference to the renderer static. The editor and cell handle, instead, are created on the fly.



Figure 31. CellView interface, default implementations and static relations



VertexView, EdgeView and PortView extend AbstractCellView, which in turn extends CellView. AbstractCellView has a static reference to the GraphCellEditor and to the CellHandle. Each concrete view has a static reference its corresponding subclass of CellViewRenderer, which is used to paint the cell.



CellView Interface The CellView interface is used to access the view’s graph and group structure, and to hold attributes. The CellView interface provides access to the parent and child views, and to a CellViewRenderer, a GraphCellEditorand a CellHandle. The getBounds method returns the bounds of the view, and the intersects method is used to perform hit-detection. The refresh method is messaged when the corresponding cell has changed in the model, and so is the update method, but the latter is also invoked when a dependent cell has changed, or when the view needs to be updated (for example during a livepreview, explained in the Section called Live-Preview).
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Figure 32. CellView update and refresh



The update method is a good place to implement automatic attributes, such as edge routing, that is, attributes that are computed based on other attributes or the graph’s geometry. The attributes of a cell view are accessed using the getAttributes method, with the exception of the bounds, which are cached, and accessed using the getBounds method.



CellView Default Implementations By default, the JGraph object, which acts as a CellViewFactory is able to return cell views for each of the default implementations of the GraphCell interface. The cell view is created based on the type of the passed-in cell. For objects that implement the Edge interface, EdgeViews are created, and for objects that implement the Port interface, PortViews are created. For other objects, VertexViews are created.



Figure 33. CellView default implementations and static relations



AbstractCellView has a reference to the parent CellView, and an array of CellViews that represent the views of the children. EdgeView has a reference to the CellView of the source and target port, and PortView has a reference to the PortView of the anchor. In contrast to the DefaultPort’s edge set, the PortView



does not provide access to the set of attached edges. AbstractCellView The AbstractCellView class provides the basic functionality for its subclasses. For example, it implements the getRendererComponent method to create a renderer, configure and return it. The concrete renderer is retrieved using an inner call to the 31



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component getRenderer abstract method, which must be implemented by subclassers to return



a specific renderer.



Figure 34. AbstractCellView



The intersects method, which is used to implement hit-detection, uses the getBounds method to check if a given point intersects a cell view. The EdgeView class overrides this default implementation, because in the context of an edge, a hit should only be detected if the mouse is over the shape of the edge (or its label), but not if it is inside the bounds and outside the shape.



Changing the View



Figure 35. Nested map for the graph view’s edit method



Using the view’s edit method, the attributes of the cell views may be changed. The argument is a map, from views to attributes. The toBackand toFront methods are used to change the layering of the cell views.



Graph Context The GraphContext class is named after the fact that each selection in a graph may possibly have a number of dependent cells, which are not selected. These cells must be treated in a special way in order to display a live-preview, that is, an exact view of how the graph will look after the current transaction. This is because for example an edge may change position when its source and target port are moved, even if the edge itself is not selected.
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Figure 36. GraphContext for the moving of vertex B



For example, when moving the vertex B in the above graph, its port, and the attached edge must be duplicated and repainted to reflect the new position of the vertex, even if the edge and port themselves are not selected. Thus, the selection consists of the vertex B only, and the port and edge are duplicated because they are part of the context of this selection. (In the case where the user holds down the control-key while moving cells, which is interpreted as cloning, the unselected cells are not visible, because they will not be cloned when the mouse button is released.) The term context is used to describe the set of cells that are indirectly modified by a change, but are not themselves part of the selection. The GraphContext object is used to compute and manage this set. Additionally, the object may be used to disconnect a set of edges from the original graph, that is, from all the ports that are not part of the GraphContext. (Being part of the graph context either means that a cell or one of its ancestors is selected, or the cell is part of the context of this selection.) Construction To create a GraphContext object, the current selection is passed to the constructor. In the constructor, the set of descendants of the selected cells is computed using the model’s getDescendants method, and stored within the GraphContext object. Then, the set of edges that is attached to these descendants is computed using the models getEdges method, and the set of descendants is subtracted from it, resulting in the context, that is, the set of cells that are attached, but neither being selected, nor having selected ancestors. Having these two sets at hand, the graph context may create the temporary views for the selected cells and their context. The temporary views are typically used to provide a live-preview for the change that is currently in progress, such as a move or a resize. For such a change, the temporary views are created using the above mechanism, and then changed in-place, until the user releases the mouse, in which case the changes are applied to the original attributes using the applyMap method. If the user presses escape during the change, then the change is aborted, and therefore the initial attributes are not changed in this case.



Temporary Views The temporary views are created in two steps: First, the temporary views of the selected cells are created, and associated with their corresponding cells using a local hash table. Then, the temporary views for the context are created, using the GraphContext instance as the CellMapper, and also stored in this local hash table. The mapping in the graph context uses the local hash table to look-up the references for the temporary views. That is, the views created by the graph context reference the temporary views as their parents, children or source and target ports, if such temporary views exist. (The temporary views are created lazily, when needed, based on the cell being contained in either the set of descendants, or the context, and stored in the local hash table upon creation.) 33



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component Thus, in contrast to the graph view, this cell mapper does only create a new (temporary) cell view if the cell is part of the context, and therefore, the resulting views reference the original graph’s cell views if the corresponding cells are not part of the context. These temporary views are used for live-preview, which is explained in the next chapter, because it is related with the CellHandles, which are used in the UI-delegate (the "control").



Control The control defines the mapping from user events to methods of the graph- and selection model and the view. It is implemented in a platform-dependent way in the UI-delegate, and basically deals with in-place editing, cell handling, and updating the display. As the only object that is exchanged when the look and feel changes, the UI-delegate also specifies the look and feel specific part of the rendering.



UI-Delegate The GraphUI abstract class and its default implementation, the BasicGraphUI constitute JGraph’s UI-delegate. Aside from the event listeners to track user input, the UI-delegate is also used to paint the graph, and update the display when the graph or the selection changes. When a graph is painted, the UI-delegate loops through the views and paints them by painting their respective renderers. GraphUI Interface The GraphUI abstract class defines the methods for an object that may be used as a UIdelegate for JGraph, whereas the BasicGraphUI provides default implementations for these methods. The BasicGraphUI in turn may be subclassed to implement the UI for a specific look and feel, but the default implementation already contains some look and feel specific coloring.



GraphUI Default Implementation The BasicGraphUI class maintains a reference to a RootHandle, which is used to react to mouse events. The mouse listener, which calls this handler, is an inner-class of the UI-delegate. It defines the basic behavior of JGraph with regard to mouse events, and implements the two main functionalities: selection and editing. Selection includes single-cell and marquee selection. Editing can either be based on the CellEditor interface, for in-place editing, or on the CellHandle interface, for cell handling. The BasicGraphUI creates the root handle, whereas the cell handles are created by the cell views. The root handle is responsible to move the selection, whereas its children are used to change the shape of the cells. A set of default keyboard bindings is supported by the UI-delegate, and listed in Table 1. (The number of clicks that trigger in-place editing can be changed using the setEditClickCount method of JGraph.) Table 1. JGraph’s default keyboard bindings
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Double-click / F2



Starts editing current cell



Shift-Click



Forces marquee selection



Shift-Select



Extends selection



Control-Select



Toggles selection



Control-Drag



Clones selection
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Shift-Drag



Constrained drag



Renderers Renderers do not paint cells; they paint objects that implement the CellView interface. For each cell in the model, there exists exactly one cell view in each graph view, which has its own internal representation of the graph model. The renderers are instantiated and referenced by the cell views. Renderers are based on the idea of the TreeCellRenderer class [bib-View] from Swing, and on the Flyweight design pattern (see [bib-GOF], page 195 ff). The basic idea behind this pattern is to "use sharing to support large numbers of fine-grained objects efficiently." [bib-GOF] Because having a separate component for each CellView-instance would be prohibitively expensive, the component is shared among all cell views of a certain class. A cell view therefore only stores the state of the component (such as the color, size etc.), whereas the renderer holds the component’s overhead, and the painting code (for example a JLabel instance). The CellViews are painted by configuring the renderer, and painting the latter to a CellRendererPane [bib-Java1.4], which may be used to paint components without the need to add them, as in the case of a container. Configuring a renderer means to fetch the state from the cell view, and apply it to the renderer. For example in the case of a vertex, which uses a JLabel instance as its renderer, the cell’s label is retrieved using graph.convertValueToString, and set using setText on the renderer, together with other supported attributes that make up the state of a vertex. The renderers in JGraph are used in analogy to the renderer in JTree, just that JGraph provides more than one renderer, namely one for each type of cell. Thus, JGraph provides a renderer for vertices, one for edges, and one for ports. For each subtype of the CellView interface, overriding the getRenderer method may associate a new renderer. The renderer should be static to allow it to be shared among multiple instances of a class. The renderer itself is typically an instance of the JComponent class, with an overridden paint method that paints the cell, based on the attributes of the passed-in cell view. The renderer also implements the CellViewRenderer interface, which provides the getRendererComponent method to configure the renderer. CellViewRenderer Interface This interface provides two methods: one to configure and return the renderer, the other to check if an attribute is supported. The first method’s arguments are used to specify the cell view and its state, that is, if it is selected, if it has focus, and if it is to be painted as a preview or in highlighted state. The preview argument is true if the renderer is used in the context of live-preview, which requires faster painting. In this case, the renderer may decide not to paint the cell in full quality, based on the cost of this painting. The arguments passed to this method can not be deduced from the cell view; they are determined by the UIdelegate, the selection-model or from the context in which the renderer is used.
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Figure 37. CellViewRenderer default implementations



The three default implementations of the CellViewRenderer interface are the VertexRenderer, EdgeRenderer and PortRenderer classes. The VertexRenderer is an extension of JLabel, which offers the code to paint the label, the icon, the border and background of a vertex. The paint method is only overridden to paint



the selection border. The other renderers are subclasses of the JComponent class, because they perform special rendering, which is not offered by any of the JComponent extensions. The EdgeRenderer uses the Graphics2D class and the Shape interface to paint the label, edge, and decorations. The PortRenderer provides the code to paint a small cross, or a highlighted port in the case where the highlight argument is true. The preview flag is ignored in the context of PortRenderers because in live-previews, ports are never painted, and therefore, the flag is never true when used in a PortRenderer.



Editors In-place editing is accomplished through a set of methods that the UI-delegate provides. Internally, the object that is used as an editor is retrieved from the cell view, just like the renderer is. In contrast to the renderer, however, there is only one GraphCellEditor for all cells, even if the design allows different editors to be specified for each view type, even for each view instance. As in the case of the CellViewRenderer interface, the GraphCellEditor interface provides a method that is used to return a configured editor for the specified cell. The argument to this method is not a CellView, as in the case of CellViewRenderer; it is a cell instead, which is of type Object. This underlines the fact that the label is typically stored in the model, not in the view. The editor is placed inside the graph by the UI-delegate, which is also responsible to remove it from there, and dispatch the change to the model. Thus, for customized editing, it might be necessary to provide a custom UI-delegate, overriding the protected startEditing and completeEditing methods of the BasicGraphUI class.



Cell Handles Cell handles are a new concept that is not used elsewhere in Swing. This is because in Swing, the only method to edit cells is by means of in-place editing. It is not possible to change the bounds of a cell, or to move the cell to an arbitrary location. Rather, the UI-delegate and the state of the component determine the location of a cell. In JGraph instead, the position and size are stored in the attributes, and do not depend on the state of the graph. Therefore, a way must be provided to change the attributes in a transaction-oriented way. 36



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component Handles are based on the Composite pattern, where a root object provides access to children based on a common interface, namely the CellHandle interface. The UIdelegate creates a RootHandle upon a selection change. The root handle, in turn, uses the CellView’s getHandle method to create its child handles. While the root handle is active, the UI-delegate’s internal mouse handler messages its methods, and the root handle in turn delegates control to the correct subhandle, or absorbs the events in order to move the selection. Live-Preview



Figure 38. Live-preview



During a change to the graph, the new attributes are displayed by use of temporary cell views, which have previously been created using the GraphContext object. This is referred to as the live-preview, meaning that the graph is overlaid with the change, so that the user can see what the graph will look like when the mouse is released. (The change may be cancelled by pressing the Escape key.)



Figure 39. Live-preview uses the applyMap method



If the model is an attribute store, then the change is executed on the model. Otherwise, the change is executed on the view. In both cases, the applyMap method is used, which is provided by the GraphConstants class.
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component CellHandle Interface The CellHandle interface is very similar to a MouseAdapter, providing all the methods that are used to handle mouse events. In addition, the interface defines two methods to paint the handle, namely the paint method, which is used to draw the static part (the actual handles), and the overlay method, which is used to draw the dynamic part (the live-preview), using fast XOR’ed-painting.



CellHandle Default Implementations



Figure 40. CellHandle default implementations



The default implementations of the CellHandle interface are the SizeHandle, EdgeHandle, and RootHandle classes. The root handle is responsible to move cells, the size handle is used to resize cells, and the edge handle allows to connect and disconnect edges, and to add, modify or remove individual points.



GraphTransferable The UI-delegate provides an implementation of the TransferHandler class, which in turn is responsible to create the Transferablebased on the current selection.



Figure 41. The GraphTransferable class



The transferable is represented by the GraphTransferable class, which in turn has a reference to the ConnectionSet, the cells and their corresponding view’s attributes. The ConnectionSet is created using the static factory method that was outlined before. The data may be returned as serialized objects, or as plain text or HTML. In the 38



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component latter two cases the label of the selected cell is returned, or an empty string, if the transferable contains more than one cell.



Marquee Selection Marquee selection is the ability to select a rectangular region by use of the mouse, which is not provided by Swing. The BasicMarqueeHandler class is used to implement this type of selection. From an architectural point of view, the marquee handler is analogous to the transfer handler, because it is a "high-level" listener that is called by low-level listeners, such as the mouse listener, which is installed in the UIdelegate. With regard to its methods, the marquee handler is more similar to the cell handle, because the marquee handler deals with mouse event, and allows additional painting and overlaying of the marquee. (The marquee is a rectangle that constitutes the to-be selected region.)



Event Model In JGraph, the graph model, selection model and graph view may dispatch events. The events dispatched by the model may be categorized into •



Change notification



•



History support



Figure 42. JGraph’s event model



The GraphModelListener interface is used to update the view and repaint the graph, and the UndoableEditListener interface to update the history. These listeners may be registered or removed using the respective methods on the model. The selection model dispatches GraphSelectionEvents to the GraphSelectionListeners that have been registered with it, for example to update the display with the current selection. The view’s event model is based on the Observer and Observable class to repaint the graph, and also provides undo-support, which uses the graph model’s implementation. An additional notification mechanism between the model and the view enables a single model to have multiple views. Note that the view does not itself implement 39



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component the GraphModelListener interface, it is messaged by the model listener that is part of the UI-delegate, passing along the change information as an argument. Each change is either executed on the model, or on a specific view, or it is a combination of both. No changes exist that affect multiple views at a time, except implicitly, through a change of the model. This leads to a separate notification between the local view and its UI to be repainted. The GraphLayoutCache class implements the Observable interface, and the BasicGraphUIprovides an Observerinstance, which may be registered with the graph view, and is in charge of repainting the graph upon a view-only change. Change Notification Upon insertion, removal or modification of cells in the model, the model constructs an object that executes and describes the change. Because the execution and the description of such a change are closely related, these are stored in the same object. (Upon a change, the factory methods of the ParentMap and ConnectionSet classes are used to construct the respective objects that describe the change.) The object is then sent to the model listeners such that they may repaint the affected region of the graph, and remove, add or update the cell views for the changed cells. The listeners might also want to ensure other properties, like for auto sizing, in which case the preferred size is recomputed when a cell has changed. In contrast to the TreeModelListener interface, which provides three methods to be messaged, namely one for insertion, one for removal, and one if cells are changed, the GraphModelListener interface only provides one method to be informed on any change. (The latest release of the TreeModelListener even has an additional method, called treeStructureChanged.) This has a subtle consequence when it comes to composite changes, which can insert, remove and change cells at the same time. In JTree listeners, these changes are handled by different parts of the handler code, resulting in up to four separate updates for one composite change, whereas in JGraph, the whole change is handled in one method, resulting in one single update, which is more efficient, even if such changes are rare. Model listeners are notified using objects that implement the GraphModelEvent interface, which in turn returns an object that implements the GraphChange interface. The GraphChange interface is used to describe the change, that is, it returns the cells that were added, removed, or changed. An inner class of the model, which also contains the code to execute and undo the change, implements the GraphChange interface.



Undo-support Undo-support, that is, the storage of the changes that were executed so far, is typically implemented on the application level. This means, JGraph itself does not provide a running history, it only provides the classes and methods to support it on the application level. This is because the history requires memory space, depending on how many steps it stores (which is an application parameter). Also, history cannot always be implemented, and is not always desirable. The GraphChange object is sent to the UndoableEditListeners that have been registered with the model. The object therefore implements the GraphChange interface and the UndoableEdit interface. The latter is used to implement undo-support, as it provides an undo and a redo method. (The code to execute, undo and redo the change is stored within the object, and travels along to the listeners.)
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component Undo-support Relay Aside from the model, the graph view also uses the code that the model provides to notify its undo listeners of an undoable change. This can be done because each view typically has a reference to the model, whereas the model does not have references to its views. (The GraphModel interface allows relaying UndoableEdits by use of the fourth argument to the edit method.) The GraphLayoutCache class uses the model’s undo-support to pass the UndoableEdits that it creates to the UndoableEditListeners that have been registered with the model. Again, the objects that travel to the listeners contain the code to execute the change on the view, and also the code to undo and redo the given change. This has the advantage that the GraphUndoManager must only be attached to the model, instead of the model and each view.



GraphUndoManager Separate geometries, which are stored independently of the model, lead to changes that are possibly only visible in one view (view-only), not affecting the other views, or the model. The other views are unaware of the change, and if one of them calls undo, this has to be taken into account. An extension of Swing’s UndoManager in the form of GraphUndoManager is available to undo or redo such changes in the context of multiple views. GraphUndoManager overrides methods of Swing’s UndoManager with an additional argument, which allows specifying the calling view as a context for the undo/redo operation. This context is used to determine the last or next relevant transaction with respect to the calling view. Relevant in this context means visible, that is, all transactions that are not visible in the calling view are undone or redone implicitly, until the next or last visible transaction is found for the context. As an example consider the following situation: Two views share the same model, which is not an attribute store. This means, each view can change independently, and if the model changes, both views are updated accordingly. The model notifies its views if cells are added or removed, or if the connectivity of the graph is modified, meaning that either the source or target port of one or more edges have changed. All other cases are view-only transactions, as for example if cells are moved, resized, or if points are added, modified or removed for an edge. All views but the source view are unaware of such view-only transactions, because such transactions are only visible in the source view.



Figure 43. Command history and multiple views
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component In the above figure, the state of the command history is shown after a cell insertion into the model, move by the second view, and subsequent move by the first view. After insertion of the cell into the model, the cell’s position is the same in all views, namely the position that was passed to the insertcall. The arrows illustrate the edits to be undone by the GraphUndoManager for the respective views. In the case of view 3, which only sees the insert, all edits are undone. As mentioned above, even if there are possibly many sources which notify the GraphUndoManager, the implementation of this undo-support exists only once, namely in the graph’s model. Thus, the GraphUndoManager must only be added to one global entry point, which is the GraphModel object.



Conclusions The JGraph component supports extended display and editing options, but the semantic of the graph, that is, the meaning of the vertices and edges, is defined by the application. Therefore, JGraph is highly customizable, and the classes provide "hooks" for subclassers. In cases where these customizations are not sufficient, the component’s source must be available to change the default implementation. To summarize, the components for trees and lists are mostly used to display data structures, whereas this graph component is typically also used to modify a graph, and handle these modifications in an application-dependent way. Because of JGraph’s attributes the following should be kept in mind: Register a view with the model before using the insert method, because otherwise the attributes that are passed to the method are ignored, resulting in cells that have the same size and position.



Cells and Components Due to the special setup inherited from JTree, JGraph’s cells and cell views may not be used as components, and vice versa, components may not be added to JGraph. To use a cell view as a component, an instance of its renderer must be used instead, providing a dummy cell view that provides the data to be displayed. Vice versa, to place a component in a graph, the component should be used as a renderer for a specific cell view.



CompositeChanges Using the GraphModel interface, it is only possible to insert, remove or change the model, but it is not possible to create and execute composite changes, which do more than one of the above. To implement composite changes, a custom model must provide additional methods which either allow to create transactions out of other transactions, or access the model in a transaction-oriented way using begin, commit and rollback methods.



Scalability In contrast to JTree’s default model, which offers a flag that affects the way data is stored and cached, in JGraph, data is always cached by the cell views. Thus, the default graph model scales well, and must only be extended if the algorithm for spatial search or the storage data structure needs to be replaced with a more efficient algorithm.
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Appendix Model-View-Control (MVC) The term MVC is often used in conjunction with the architecture of user interface components, and stands for Model-View-Control, a design pattern that is explained in much more detail in [bib-GOF]. (A design pattern is simply "the core of the solution to a problem which occurs over and over again".) In this document, the terms model and view are used in the sense of the MVC pattern. The term model is used when speaking of the graph’s model, that is, when speaking of objects that implement the GraphModel interface. The term view is used in the context of the GraphLayoutCache object, and for objects that implement the CellView interface. In a sense, a cell may be seen as a model for the CellView, whereas the GraphModel is the model for the graph, and the GraphLayoutCache is the view for this model. In general, a view never contains the data, and a model never contains painting code. This is also true in JGraph, with the exception that aside from the data that the model provides, the view may contain additional data, which is independent from the model. The MVC pattern is a collaboration of design patterns, most importantly the PublishSubscribe, or Observer pattern, which defines the relationship between the model and the view. In general, the Observer pattern is used to "define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one object changes state, all its dependent objects are notified and updated automatically" [bib-GOF]. One of the parameters of the Observer pattern is how to implement the notification scheme, that is, how much information should travel between the model and the view in order to describe a change. Basically, one solution computes the change information only once in the model, and dispatches it to all listeners, whereas the other solution simply notifies the listeners of a change, and the listeners in turn use the model to compute the change information if they are interested in handling the event. Obviously, the first solution has the advantage that the change information is only computed once, whereas in the second solution, it is computed for every attached view. The disadvantage of the first approach is that a lot of information travels from the model to the view (possibly over a network), even if the view is not interested in handling the event. Of course, these solutions can be mixed as to compute part of the change information in the model, and the other part in the listeners. (JGraph uses the first approach, such that each event carries the full change information, which is also used to implement the command history.)
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Swing Swing MVC



Figure 44. Swing MVC in JTree



JTree extends JComponent, and has a reference to its TreeUI. JTree has a reference to a TreeModel and instantiates BasicTreeUI, which extends TreeUI, which in turn extends ComponentUI. The ComponentUI, sometimes called UI-delegate, is in a sep-



arate class hierarchy, so that it can be exchanged independently when the look and feel changes. This basic structure of non-trivial Swing components is called the Swing MVC pattern. The control in Swing MVC is encapsulated in the UI-delegate, which is in charge of rendering the component in platform-specific manner, and mapping the events from the user interface to transactions that are executed on the model. Since Swing offers the possibility to change the look and feel at run time, the component and its UI-delegate are implemented within different class hierarchies, such that the implementation of the UI-delegate can be exchanged at run-time, independently of the component. The JGraph component inherits this basic setup from the JComponent class and its UI-delegate, which implements the ComponentUI abstract class. (JGraph is in charge of instantiating the correct UI-delegate when the look and feel changes, and providing a reference to the current instance.)



MVC and Text Components In analogy to characters in Swing’s text components, which do not change when the look and feel changes, JGraph’s cells do not depend on the look and feel. However, the color scheme, keyboard bindings and other aspects of the system do depend on the look and feel and must reflect it. As in the case of text components, the split between platform-dependent and non-platform-dependent attributes is implemented using the concept of views, which are independent from the elements that appear in the model. In Swing’s text components, the elements of the model implement the Element interface, and for each of these elements, there exists exactly one view. These views, which implement the View interface, are either accessed through a mapping between the elements and the views, or through an entry point called root view, which is referenced from the text component’s UI-delegate.
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Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component JGraph MVC JGraph has an analogous setup, with the only difference that a graph view is referenced by the JGraph instance. The cells of the graph model implement the GraphCell interface, which is JGraph’s analogy to the Element interface, and the cell views implement the CellView interface, in analogy to Swing’s View interface. The cell views are accessed through the CellMapper mechanism, or through the graph view, which is an instance of the GraphLayoutCache class. The GraphLayoutCache class can also be seen as a variation of JTree’s default layout cache, because it separates the model from the view and provides view-dependent state-information for each cell, like the expanded property of a tree node, or one of its ancestors in JTree. However, since the GraphLayoutCache class works together with other classes, the analogy with Swing’s text components is more helpful to understand the separation between the cell and the view; even if JGraph was devised from JTree’s source code. In contrast to text components, where the geometric attributes are stored in the model only, JGraph allows to store such attributes separately in each view, thus allowing a graph model to have multiple geometric configurations, namely one for each attached view. The GraphLayoutCache class can therefore be seen as a view-dependent geometric configuration of the model, which preserves state when the look and feel changes.



Serialization Serialization is the ability of an object to travel across a network, or to be written to persistent storage. Two different kinds of serialization are available: short-term serialization and long-term serialization. Short-term serialization is based on a binary format, whereas long-term serialization is based on XML, making the result humanreadable. The JGraph component supports short-term serialization, but long-term serialization, which is offered as of the 1.4 release of Java, is not yet implemented. Therefore, serialization should not be used to implement a storage format for an application. This is because the format may not be compatible with future releases of JGraph. It is in general not sufficient to store the model alone, because part of the information, namely the geometric pattern of the graph, is stored in the view (unless the model is an attribute store). Thus, the views should be stored along with the model in order to store the graph with its geometry.



Datatransfer The ability to transfer data to other applications or the operating system by means of Drag-and-Drop or the clipboard is summarized under the term datatransfer. Dragand-Drop allows transferring data using the mouse, whereas the clipboard provides an intermediate buffer to store and retrieve data using cut, copy and paste. Between Java 1.3 and 1.4, the datatransfer functionality was extended with a highlevel event listener, called TransferHandler. The TransferHandler is called from low-level listeners that are already installed in the JComponent class, and provides a set of methods that unify Drag-and-Drop and the clipboard functionality. By inheriting from this class, the programmer can specify what data is transferred to the clipboard, or through Drag-and-Drop, and what happens after a successful drop on another target, or on the JGraph component, and how to handle non-standard contents of the clipboard. Having said that, the concept of data flavors and transferables must briefly be outlined. Each object that is transferred to the clipboard implements the Transferable interface, which provides methods to retrieve the different forms in which the transferable is available to an application (for example as HTML or plain text). The Transferableitself 45



Design and Implementation of the JGraph Swing Component can be seen as a wrapper that contains the different representations (MIME-types) of the transferable data, together with the methods to access these representations in a type-safe way. JGraph provides an implementation of the Transferable interface in the form of the GraphTransferable class, which allows to transfer the current selection either as cells (serialized objects), as plain text, or as HTML. (Swing’s default TransferHandler can’t be used, because it transfers bean properties, and the graph’s selection can’t be implemented as a bean property.) The GraphTransferable transfers the serialized cells along with their attributes, and a connection set and parent map that define the relations between the transferred cells in the originating model. These objects may be used as arguments in a target model’s insert method, or individually, to provide a custom data flavor.



Packages



Figure 45. JGraph’s packages



Graphs are made up of a number of classes and interfaces defined in their own package - the jgraph.graphpackage. The jgraph.graphpackage provides support classes that include the graph model, graph cells, graph cell editors, and renderers. The JGraph class represents the graph component, which is the only class residing in the topmost jgraphpackage. The jgraph.eventpackage contains event classes and listener interfaces that are used to react to events fired by JGraph. The GraphUI class in the jgraph.plaf package extends Swing’s ComponentUI class and defines abstract methods specific to graphs. The BasicGraphUI class in the jgraph.plaf.basic package defines default implementations for these methods. In general, the graphical representation is look and feel dependent, which means that the graph reloads its user interface (UI) when the look and feel changes. The UI allows single-cell and marquee selection, as well as in-place editing, modification and moving of cells. Zoom, command history, Drag-and-Drop, and clipboard-support are also provided. Cells have a user object. User objects are of type Objectand therefore provide a way to associate any object with a cell. Graphs have a fairly simple model, and each JGraph instance maintains a reference to a graph model. The key classes from the jgraph.graphpackage are listed in Table 2. Table 2. Key classes from the jgraph.graph package
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DefaultGraphModel



A graph model that defines methods for adding, removing and changing cells.



GraphLayoutCache



An object that constitutes the geometric pattern of the graph.



DefaultGraphCell



The base class for all elements in the model, also represents a vertex.



DefaultEdge



An edge that may connect two vertices via a source and target port.
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DefaultPort



Acts as a child of a vertex, and the connection point for edges.



Class Index •



JGraph (see the Section called The JGraph Component)



•



Event



•



•



GraphModelEvent (see the Section called Change Notification)



•



GraphModelListener (see the Section called Change Notification)



•



GraphSelectionEvent (see the Section called Event Model)



•



GraphSelectionListener (see the Section called Event Model)



Graph •



AbstractCellView (see the Section called AbstractCellView)



•



BasicMarqueeHandler (see the Section called Marquee Selection)



•



DefaultGraphCell (see the Section called GraphCell Default Implementations)



•



CellHandle (see the Section called CellHandle Interface)



•



CellMapper (see the Section called Cell Mapper)



•



CellView (see the Section called CellView Interface)



•



CellViewFactory (see the Section called CellView Factory)



•



CellViewRenderer (see the Section called CellViewRenderer Interface)



•



ConnectionSet (see the Section called ConnectionSet)



•



DefaultEdge (see the Section called GraphCell Default Implementations)



•



DefaultGraphCellEditor (see the Section called Editors)



•



DefaultGraphModel (see the Section called GraphModel Default Implementation)



•



DefaultGraphSelectionModel (see the Section called Selection Model)



•



DefaultPort (see the Section called GraphCell Default Implementations)



•



DefaultRealEditor (see the Section called Editors)



•



Edge (see the Section called GraphCell Interface Hierarchy)



•



EdgeRenderer (see the Section called CellViewRenderer Default Implementations)



•



EdgeView (see the Section called CellView Default Implementations)



•



GraphCell (see the Section called GraphCell Interface Hierarchy)



•



GraphCellEditor (see the Section called Editors)



•



GraphConstants (see the Section called GraphConstants)



•



GraphContext (see the Section called Graph Context)



•



GraphModel (see the Section called GraphModel Interface)



•



GraphSelectionModel (see the Section called Selection Model)



•



GraphTransferable (see the Section called GraphTransferable)



•



GraphUndoManager (see the Section called GraphUndoManager)



•



GraphLayoutCache (see the Section called Graph Layout Cache) 47
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•



•



ParentMap (see the Section called ParentMap)



•



Port (see the Section called GraphCell Interface Hierarchy)



•



PortRenderer (see the Section called CellViewRenderer Default Implementations)



•



PortView (see the Section called CellView Default Implementations)



•



VertexRenderer (see the Section called CellViewRenderer Default Implementations)



•



VertexView (see the Section called CellView Default Implementations)



Plaf •



GraphUI (see the Section called GraphUI Interface)



•



Basic •



BasicGraphDropTargetListener (see [bib-Java1.4])



•



BasicGraphUI (see the Section called GraphUI Default Implementation)



•



BasicTransferable (see [bib-Java1.4])



UML Reference



Figure 46. UML for static structure diagrams



Figure 47. UML for collaboration diagrams
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Figure 48. UML for sequence diagrams
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